At 12:30 PM in a small VA clinic, after free buns and coffee, the front desk clerk kept saying chop/chop as the eight-inch charts piled up. The jocular psychiatrist grudgingly agreed that time-binding has always been essential for both recalled or perceived images, but selfness has never been necessarily homuncular-especially in Republicans, as lunch ended. "No picture of Aunt Elsie exists until you think of her, regardless of politics." So the dispositional representation…tiny scattered, tentative, trial synapses waiting to someday become part of a thought to invest in Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), or ride a bike, smolder as I go to the next cubicle, finding a wheel-chaired vet with bilateral AK amputations, initiating instant-Giga/sec, speculation about what gyral shrinkage adjusts for such lost selfness-before I glanced up to find both arms also gone. Concepts like personhood and humanness were of no help that day.
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